NEED HELP WITH YOUR CLASSES?

ACADEMIC SUPPORT RESOURCES

UAF MAIN CAMPUS

Engineering Tutoring
Available in Duckering 246 please call 474-7390
or see posted times on door

Accounting Lab
zoom appointments only

Chemistry Learning Center
check website for times and room #'s

Academic Peer Mentors
available to campus residents

Foreign Language Lab
email tutors for appointments

Math & Stat Tutoring Lab
drop in or sched appts CHAP 305

Speaking Center
public speaking, presentations, mock interview help

Writing Center
Greuning B01, M-F and Sundays

CTC CAMPUS

Debbie Moses Learning Center
604 Barnette Street. Room 120

Writing Assistance and Tutoring
online and in-person appointments available- even on weekends

Math Assistance and Tutoring
online and in-person appointments avail
Also, in-person appts @GRUE rm 406

Learning Center Computer Lab

CIRCLEIN-NEW STUDY GROUP SOCIAL APP

offers lots of study features including creating flashcards, sharing notes, asking questions, group discussions, and study halls through the group chat.

Division of General Studies
Academic Advising Center-
(907) 474-6396
email: uaf-advising@alaska.edu
website: www.uaf.edu/advising

UAF is an AA/EO employer and educational institution and
prohibits illegal discrimination against any individual:
www.alaska.edu/nondiscrimination
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University of Alaska Fairbanks